
Adrian Elias Galindo Pavón

Profile
I have had experience working in several areas such as a costumer service 

representative in different campaigns as well as a summer camp counselor which help 

me lead group of people in activities , plans and schedules that had been previously 

created by me ass well as the opportunity to work as a full time missionary in another 

country which one of my functions was to train and lead group of new missionaries 

from different parts of the world and with all that manage to make reports and 

statistics and key indicators as well projection of results .

Employment History
Agent, Km2 Solutions, San Pedro Sula

To date I work as an agent on a campaign name Zwanger Pesiri Radiology which 

is mainly to help  patients schedule appointments at the radiologist, it can be their 

annual test or maybe they have been referred by their doctor and we help them 

schedule those appointments as well .

Agent, Coral Bay, San Pedro Sula

Worked as a costumer service representative speciMcally with people that wanted to 

change their medical insurance or if they wanted to enrolled specially on Aedicare 

part B and part S. 

Agent, Km2 Solutions, San Pedro Sula

Worked on a campaign named Bllied Nolutions which the main function was to work 

with insurances regarding vehicles primarily that once that had been in accidents or 

that had been in repossession we handle information regarding their coverage or if 

they even had coverage at the time of the accident  and we Mled those claims. 

Counselor, Gym Nautilus, San Pedro Sula

I worked on the gym 2autilus on the summer camp they have on 0167 and 016J. 

What I did was plan outdoor activities or sports for a group of campers creating 

weekly or daily schedules, lead recreational and educational activities and resolve 

occasional discussions and conUicts between the campers and address behavioral 

issues .

Agent, Collective Solutions

Worked on costumer service.

Missionary, LDS Church, Mexico City
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I lived in Aexico Vity and served as a full time missionary, which main job was to 

train and lead new teams of Aissionaries and also i helped prepare reports , statistics, 

key indicators and projections of results and management of interviews with special 

guests.

Education
Primary, Instituto Billingue valle de sula, San Pedro Sula

I was in a bilingual school from pre5kinder up until 7th grade . 

Details
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Bachiller en Ciencias y Letras, Instituto 1ro de Mayo, San Pedro Sula

Industrial Psychology, CEUTEC, San Pedro Sula

Vurrent student of the Industrial Psychology career. 

References
Karen Romero from Km2
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Interpretia

i worked as a costumer service interpreter and a medical interpreter for 
more than a year .

Email:adriangpavon@gmail.com


